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Edy Bucher

A big thank you!
“Worldly good is ebb and flow.” That proverb
hangs in the meeting room where our patron,
Edy Bucher, has conducted board meetings for so
many years. His father, company founder Arnold
Bucher, instilled this philosophy into his son.
Edy Bucher joined Bucher & Cie. of Langenthal
in 1944, when he was just 20 years old. The significance of “ebb” was firmly brought home to
him both in the office and while cycling out to
meet customers. At that time, Switzerland was
surrounded by warring nations and production
had to close down because of a dearth of raw
materials. And even after the war ended in 1945,
shortages meant that the travelling salesman was
still not able to fully resume his tour of duty in
the company vehicle – a van that had been converted to run on charcoal. The little team had to
struggle to keep the firm alive from day to day.
The years of deprivation and turmoil left their
mark on the young Edy Bucher, adding that extra
steel and entrepreneurial spirit. To this day, he is
known as a businessman who brings to his work a
mix of judicious risk-taking and healthy caution.
“Who dares wins”. That too is a motto which has
guided the man who was owner and CEO of
MOTOREX for 47 years. Even since Edy Bucher
left the operational side of the business, he has
continued to provide strategic input at the meetings of the Board of Directors, from which he is
due to retire at the end of April 2009.

50+ CONSECUTIVE VICTORIES!
For 53 AMA Superbike races, the Rockstar Makita Suzuki Racing Team had remained unbeaten. This
historical series of victories was only achievable by using the best materials available. In all of these
races, the team used MOTOREX motor oils. Is there better documentation of the unrivalled performance
and quality of MOTOREX oils?
MOTOREX. Challenge the Limits.

Our MOTOREX brand, our entry into the
lubricants business, the green colour of the
MOTOREX barrel, a willingness to invest consistently in high-quality staff, in buildings and
equipment and in publicity were milestones along
Edy Bucher’s road to success. To the extent that
our company has received acclaim from various
quarters as a “jewel in the crown of Swiss
industry”. That is a compliment that should be
addressed first and foremost to our Edy himself.
All of us in the MOTOREX family would like to
thank him for devoting such a large part of his
life to the success of our company. We will do
our utmost to ensure that it remains a beacon of
success in the world of engineering.
The staff, the management and the directors
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ORTHO CUTTING FLUIDS

50th consecutive triumph
for Rockstar Makita Suzuki USA

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Wearing number 7, 37-year-old rider Mat
Mladin is no newcomer to the AMA Superbike Series. For years the Australian has
competed for the Yoshimura Suzuki
team, which now bears the name of its
main sponsor, Rockstar Makita Suzuki.
MOTOREX is also on the team inside his
engine, in the form of POWER SYNT 4T
SAE 10W/60.

OVER
DIFFERENT MEDICAL
IMPLANTS PRODUCED

On the right track with the
MOTORRAD action team

Mat Mladin started his jubilee race in
Braselton, GA in early April on a Suzuki
GSX-R 1000, overtaking his teammate
Young after the first round to remain in the
lead till the end of the race. Mladin attributes his success to exceptional team spirit
and the best available materials.

Since the start of the 2009 season MOTOREX
has been the new official lubricant partner to the
MOTORRAD action team. For more info see
www.actionteam.de

Congratulations to the entire Rockstar
Makita Suzuki team!

With some 27 million inhabitants, Malaysia
consists of the Malay Peninsula bordering
Thailand to the south and East Malaysia on
the island of Borneo. The streets of the
capital, Kuala Lumpur, are crowded with an
amazing variety of scooters, while countless
off-road motorcycles throng the roads in
rural areas. Since the start of this year
Malaysia’s official KTM importer, Montonation Sdn Bhd in Penang, has been
importing and distributing the complete
MOTOREX MOTO LINE.

The subtropical climate
and generally challenging operating conditions make the high
quality of all MOTOREX MOTO LINE
products a powerful selling point. “So far
all my KTM customers use MOTOREX
motor oil, filled at the factory and recommended by the manufacturer,” says Kenny
Lee.
Best of luck with MOTOREX in Malaysia.

Photo: Kenny Lee

Photo: M

otorrad A
ction Team

The MOTORRAD Action Team is part of
MOTORRAD, Europe’s leading motorcycle magazine. For 25 years the MOTORRAD action team has
been organizing motorcycle tours and classes and
many other bike-related events around the world.
Over the years the Action Team has become a global
leader, and with good reason.

Kenny Lee with MOTOREX in Malaysia
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KTM orange racing
track days
One way KTM puts its slogan, “ready to
race,” into practice is with a series of
racetrack events. The kind of motorcycles
the participants ride makes no difference. Riders pay a small fee to take part on selected
circuits throughout Europe. Naturally they are given the opportunity to test the latest
engineering feats of the Austrian manufacturer, a MOTOREX partner, such as the
RC8 R, RC8, 990 Super Duke R and 990 SMR. There’s no lack of thrills and topics
for conversation!
Registration details for the events are continually updated on the Internet. The last
event takes place in late October on the Circuito de Almeira in Spain. Please visit
www.ktmraceorange.com for the latest information. Have fun!

Bihr S.A.S. France
expands successfully
Bihr S.A.S, the MOTOREX importer for France,
and his team are pressing on with their company’s
success story despite the jittery state of the economy. Established in 1975, the company now carries over 66,000 items and boasts a state-of-theart logistics system, making it a market leader in
France. Bihr supplies accessories, spare parts and
consumables for motorcycles, automobiles and
bicycles – including the MOTOREX MOTO
and CAR LINE.

Technical training at Niemann + Frey

MOTOREX export managers recently
met with an enthusiastic response when
they staged three training sessions for
Niemann + Frey, the MOTO LINE importer in Germany.

Interest was consistently strong in Darmstadt, Krefeld and Walsrode, and many
insightful questions on lubricant technology
were asked.

Spanish talent mill: Cuna de Campeones
Motorcycle racing school Cuna de
Campeones is a genuine talent mill that
regularly conducts training programs at
the Valencia race circuit for the minimoto, 125 PreGP and 125 EVO categories. Every student at this school, girls
and boys alike, exhibits exceptional diligence and enthusiasm.

The company is currently expanding its warehouse capacity in Bartenheim, Alsace from
6,700 m2 to 14,400 m2.

also article on page 16) provides lubricant
support, reaching out today to the talent of
tomorrow. The young riders from all social
classes never miss a beat and are keen to
show off their prowess. Hats off to them!

Have a look at the latest video on Bihr’s website:
www.bihr.eu

Photo: Cuna de Campeones

With comprehensive expertise and innovative products, MOTOREX has met
with lively interest not only at
mediSIAMS in Moutier, but at many
other international trade fairs as well.

Photo: Niemann + Frey

Photo: Siemens AG

At mediSIAMS 2009, the fair at which all
microtechnology industries meet,
MOTOREX had
two reasons to
celebrate
its
ORTHO cutting oil
for all materials and
work processes. First,
over 50,000 different
kinds of medical implants have been produced since the innovative machining fluid
was introduced. And second, the entire
ORTHO product family is currently among
the easiest to use and eco-friendliest cutting
oils on the market.

Photo: KTM

ORTHO cutting oil celebrates 50,000th different medical part

Photo: Rockstar Makita Suzuki
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www.circuitvalencia.com

The whole thing is made possible by various sponsors from Catalonia. Spanish
MOTO LINE-importer Rexoli S.L. (see
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The latest generation at a glance

People who work with release agents
daily appreciate the benefits of VOC-free

The following three MOTOREX release agents have a particularly successful track record:

MOTOREX products.

MOTOREX CONFORM
5450 BIO

MOTOREX
CONFORM 5100

Solvent-free, rapidly biodegradable concrete
release agent. A special additive reduces friction, enabling optimum filling and dispersal of
concrete in all types of formwork.

Solvent-free petroleum-based concrete release
agent low in aromatic compounds. High-yield,
with excellent corrosion-proofing and innovative
additive for de-aeration. For high surface quality.
Suitable for all types of formwork as well as
exclusive fair-faced concrete.

With excellent corrosion-proofing and an innovative additive for de-aeration. Produces no toxic
fumes, making it suitable for use in enclosed
spaces and in tunnel construction. For high
surface quality, e.g. for stained concrete or
architectural fair-faced concrete.

Modern release agents: VOC-free wins
The innovative CONFORM and PERAFORM release agents are MOTOREX’s

MOTOREX offers the right
release agent for every type of

NEW: MOTOREX
PERAFORM 5300

formwork/shuttering.

Solvent-free petroleum-based concrete release
agent. Very high-yield and thus exceptionally
economical. Easy to use and suitable for both
wooden and plastic formwork. Ideal priceperformance ratio.

All products are delivered ready to use in 200 and 25-liter containers. The construction
pros in our Technical Customer Service department or your MOTOREX partner will be
glad to advise you free of charge.

response to ever more demanding building technologies and increased
environmental awareness. Ideal effectiveness and avoidance of solvents
containing VOC also pay off from a business perspective.

The new generation of MOTOREX concrete
release agents was tested in large-scale lab
and field tests.

Today’s ever more sophisticated concrete
recipes, often containing a multitude of
chemical substances, require a broad
knowledge of building chemistry on the part
of the release agent producer. For this
reason MOTOREX, in collaboration with
concrete and formwork producers and users,
carries out a wide range of laboratory and
field tests. The tried-and-tested product line
is continually updated with new additions
and replacements for old products.

New ingredients and formulas
Where in the past the most common commercial release agents used paraffin or
naphthene-based refined petroleum products of low to medium viscosity with a high
solvent content, today the trend is visibly
toward lower environmental impact with
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the same or even better separation performance. Consequently, thin, rapidly biodegradable base oils or petroleum oils low
in aromatic compounds are seeing greater
use. Conventional solvents subject to VOC
excise taxes have also been greatly reduced
or replaced by non-toxic substitutes. This is
a relief not just for the environment, but
also for users’ budgets.
When innovative additives with features
that include greatly improved air and water
expulsion are used, the improved surface
quality of the concrete is immediately
apparent to the eye. This characteristic is
of particular importance for fair-faced concrete elements.

Outstanding surface results are achieved

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)

with VOC-free concrete release agents from

Volatile organic compounds include benzene, alcohols, acetone and propellants such as
propane and butane. They perform various functions, acting as thinners, solubilizers
and in drying processes. VOC are among the substances responsible for the
formation of low-level ozone.

the MOTOREX product range.

Since January 1, 2000 Switzerland has imposed an excise tax
on every kilogram of VOC. Excise tax proceeds are returned to
the people in the form of a health insurance premium subsidy.
This system is intended to encourage
the development of alternative substances to replace harmful VOC.

A conventional
hydrocarbon
molecule (VOC)
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Extensive testing by AC Schnitzer
During testing the Swiss lubricant specialist was assisted by none other than AC
Schnitzer, Germany’s renowned BMW
tuning specialist. The result is a lubricant
with the best available performance and
stability. Thanks to its BOXER motor oil,
MOTOREX can now offer fans of the blueand-white brand from Munich a product
tailor-made for their bikes.

Photo: Touratech AG

M o to r o i l

The BMW Touratech Racing team uses BMW
G 450 X racing enduros and MOTOREX in the
German Cross Country series.

Photo: AC Schnitzer

Agile boxing: BOXER 4T SAE 15W/50

MOTOREX BOXER 4T SAE 15W/50 was extensively tested by AC Schnitzer, the quali-

Boxer engines require a motor oil with very special characteristics.
MOTOREX now offers BOXER 4T SAE 15W/50, a newly formulated motor oil
designed specially for all modern BMW boxer models.
The BOXER 4T motor oil introduced by
MOTOREX two years ago is highly regarded among riders of BMW models with
four-valve boxer engines. No wonder, since
this lubricant ensures balanced thermal
cycling and greatly reduced friction in all
moving parts of boxer engines. This maximizes engine performance, minimizes fuel
consumption and prevents premature wear.

fied BMW tuner from Germany.

Optimum engine speed stability
guaranteed
More than
1,000 pages:
the Touratech
catalogue.
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Bikers bore out their engines to achieve an
ideal balance between the moving masses
in a boxer engine. As a result, a highly
stable hydrodynamic lubricant film capable
of ensuring maximum engine speed stability
under all operating conditions is essential.
The high-quality Synthetic Performance
motor oil also prevents deposits inside the
engine and reduces oil consumption thanks
to its low evaporation rate.

New viscosity and formula
As of now, MOTOREX BOXER 4T will be
exclusively available in SAE 15W/50 viscosity, making it suitable for all BMW boxer
engines, including the popular 1100 and
1150 models as well as the latest 1200 cc
multi-valve generation. But that’s not all:
the oil’s composition and molecular structure have been further refined and even
better attuned to the technical characteristics of boxer engines, such as air-oil cooling,
the separation of engine and transmission
lubrication and the arrangement of cylinders and camshafts.

The specifications about
BOXER 4T SAE 15W/50
• JASO MA
• API SL,SJ,SH,SG

Worldwide collaboration
with Touratech AG
When riding off-road both the drive train and
the frame of an enduro bike are subject to heavy
loads that inflict major stress on the engine,
transmission and fork oils, brake fluids and air
filter and chain care products.
Reason enough for the experienced professionals at Touratech to use MOTOREX high-performance products exclusively. Touratech’s regard for
MOTOREX is apparent in the company’s comprehensive thousand-page product catalogue.
Offering a wide range of high-quality accessories for distance touring and off-road motorcycle sports, Touratech is synonymous with
enduro touring. Touratech distributes MOTOREX
products in over 22 countires. Sales channels in
each country are supplied by the existing
MOTOREX MOTO LINE-importers.

a few years he and Jochen Schanz would be
heading a company with so much future potential. Today that company employs 200 people in
Niedereschach at the edge of the Black Forest.

all current BMW enduro cycles and touring enduros
of other makes to an extensive outdoor line. The
company also does complete modifications like the
ReVamp, based on the BMW R 1100 GS/R 1150 GS.

The Touratech product line began with the first
illuminated bicycle tachometer and aluminum
carrying cases built by the company for motorcycle touring. Today Touratech’s product line ranges
from luggage systems through special parts for

Touratech AG is known around the world for innovative ideas and proven motorcycling accessories.
www.touratech.de

Touratech AG – new ideas
for your motorcycle
When Herbert Schwarz built the first Tripmaster
for his own use, he never suspected that in just

Some 200 people work at the company’s headquarters in Niedereschach in Germany,
many of them in new product development.
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Herons and seagulls
are faithful companions
on the lake. Their reward:
a piece of the unwanted bycatch.

The men of the Junod family – 87-year-old
grandfather André, father Denis and his
son Olivier – have been fishing Lake
Neuchâtel for three generations. All three
share the same love of nature.

Professional fishermen through and through

The hydraulic power block makes short
work of hauling in the 100-meter long,
four-meter high nets.

6:00 a.m. at the fishermen’s hut on Place des
Pêcheurs in Auvernier on Lake Neuchâtel:
Denis Junod is on the way to check his nets,
which he set the day before at (to the uninitiated) random spots at up to 40 meters’
depth. “Lake Neuchâtel covers an area of
about 200 km 2 and can be up to 150 meters
deep,” says the fisherman somewhat guardedly. After all, keeping secrets is as much a
part of the fisherman’s life as nets and
brailers. You have to know where to find
them – perch, whitefish, pike, char, lake
trout, catfish and all the rest. Junod heads
resolutely toward the net buoys. Empty
canisters marked with the fisherman’s name
make the best and cheapest floats.

Professional fishermen, hunters
and gatherers

The catch in spring is typically small.
No cause for worry –
summer’s on its way.
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Denis Junod has been a professional fisherman for 37 years. It was his father André,
who took up fishing as a “professional
hobby” on retiring from a career as a watchmaker, who inspired him to go pro. He’s
never regretted it – even if success at times
means just making ends meet from his earnings… Life as a professional fisherman is
like the waves, “sometimes it’s up and then
it’s down.” The lake is a perfect place for
pondering and philosophizing. You can see

it in the 57-year-old Junod, whose own surface is anything but calm — he is restless,
follows his instincts, an ever-alert hunter
and gatherer. Once he’s done his day’s fishing, he can often be found in Neuchâtel’s
abundant forests if the season is right.
Collecting mushrooms is yet another of
his favorite activities. During morel season,
the weather is never too rainy for a day of
foraying.

Technical helpers lend a hand
No, there’s no sign of high tech on this
boat. The 80 hp Yamaha four-stroke outboard engine is nearly silent but very
powerful. Junod performs minor repair
and oil changes on the barely two-yearold engine himself, using MOTOREX
MARINE LINE products. He and his son
Olivier, who apprenticed as a mechanic and
is now also a professional fisherman, have
built two hydraulic power blocks, one for
each man. A small four-stroke onboard stationary engine drives a hydraulic pump that
turns the blocks with hydrostatic power.
“Not a bad idea,” says the father with pride
in his son’s achievement. The engine is
fueled by exceptionally environmentally
friendly and low-emission MOTOREX
ASPEN 4T. The boat stands still while the

nets are being hauled in, and the stationary
engine’s exhaust goes straight into the air
that Junod breathes. A perfect place to use
ASPEN, as are all outboard engines.

Thus ASPEN is well-suited to any application where people work in the direct vicinity
of an engine. This consigns headaches from
toxic emissions to the past once and for all.

What goes around comes around

Benefits of ASPEN two-stroke
(with 2% oil admixture) and ASPEN
four-stroke gasoline

Denis Junod hauls just about anything in
his hardworking pick-up, from fish on ice to
wild pigs to ASPEN fuel.

“Professional fishing is like farming. Everything is one big cycle, and whatever goes out
will eventually come back in,” says Denis
Junod with conviction. For this reason he
does what he can to protect nature and
wildlife. There is no contradiction here, he
insists, since as a fisherman and hunter he
lives directly from nature. Fortunately his
wife also has a part-time job, providing a
safety net for his family in case his fishing
net should come up empty one day…

MOTOREX ASPEN, a good catch
MOTOREX ASPEN is a low-polluting
alkylate fuel. Alkylation is a process in
which clean gases from the crude oil refining process are compressed and polymerized
(small molecules converted to large ones).
This produces a very clean fuel which is
made up of only a small number of substances and is therefore naturally free of
hazardous components. The only combustion products are carbon dioxide and water.

• contains only traces of benzene,
aromatic compounds, sulfur and olefins
• extremely clean, pollutant-free
combustion
• very long storage life (open 2 years,
closed 10 years)
• minimal gasoline vapors
• extends engine life
• keeps the engine and exhaust clean

ASPEN fuel was developed in the late 1980s in
Sweden out of concern for
forest workers. Since then,
numerous further applications for ASPEN
have been found. ASPEN fuels are perfect
for conscientious users who take responsibility for their own health and that of their
employees. A philosophy that’s a perfect
match for MOTOREX’s own.

“Respecting nature” –
the professional fisherman’s values make
environmentally safe
ASPEN 4T the clear
choice.
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MOTOREX’s innovative EASYTANK
supply solution has been a firm part
of the lubricants market for over
two years now. We spoke to Serge
Zwahlen, director of precision turning
company ZWAHLEN SA, about their
experience with the system.

A calibrated counter records the exact

Well-integrated: MOTOREX EASYTANK
ZWAHLEN SA is a family business founded in 1974. Its current production site is in
Court near Moutier. Over the years, the
producer of high-precision micro-turned
parts has found a secure place as a supplier
to renowned watchmakers. The company
primarily produces components from bars
with a diameter of 1 – 3 mm. Just over
twenty employees put their deftness and
skill on daily display in every area.

The four 1000-liter tanks are connected
by chrome steel pipes to several dispensing
stations in the machine room.

Over 100 automatic lathes produce tiny,
complex high-precision parts for the watch
industry – a ZWAHLEN SA specialty.
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The machine room houses over a hundred
automatic lathes of differing ages. Many of
them are cam-controlled and repeat the
same work steps thousands of times. Their
output often consists of precision parts
barely visible to the eye.

MOTOREX magazine: “Mr Zwahlen, the cellar
of your factory houses four central tanks
that each hold 1000 liters of metalworking
fluid. They’re monitored using fill level
sensors and connected to MOTOREX in
Langenthal by the mobile telephone network. What was your primary aim in choosing the MOTOREX EASYTANK system?”
Serge Zwahlen: “We wanted the infrastructure at our current location to match our
needs exactly. Our main objective for the
fluid supply system was to achieve a high
level of autonomy. We have to be able at all

times to fill several machines at once with,
say, fresh cutting oil.”

MOTOREX magazine: “Did you ever have
doubts about the capabilities of the automatic resupply system?”
Serge Zwahlen: “No. I was glad we finally had
a system that would let us avoid the reordering process. Our quality control procedures
are very strict. Every one of the several million parts we produce a year is individually
inspected! So we’d rather invest our time in
quality assurance.”

MOTOREX magazine: “How are your logistics
expenses working out?”
Serge Zwahlen: “Very well, they’ve declined
quite a bit. For one thing we have pumping
stations right in our machine room. Fresh

amount delivered, which is then printed
off on a printer in the truck.

oil is pumped to the stations by powerful
electric gear pumps designed specially for
industrial use. The risk of using the wrong
fluid is also sharply reduced.”

MOTOREX magazine: “What does it look like
in francs and centimes?”
Serge Zwahlen: “Oh, (laughs), that’s a good
question! The system has certainly helped
improve our staff productivity, but I’ve
never actually done the calculations. Improved safety is also definitely a factor from
my perspective as director of the company.
Manhandling 200-kg barrels the way we
used to was anything but safe. Speaking of
barrels, since we’ve had the MOTOREX
supply truck pumping refills directly from
tank to tank we’ve had hardly any empty
barrels standing around. That’s something
I’m personally glad of. Somehow it makes
things look neater right away.”

e-mail, from MOTOREX to set the delivery date. Soon after the system was installed, our first delivery from Langenthal
arrived with everything we had ordered.
The driver unreeled the fill hose but noticed
after 25 meters that it was a few meters too
short. He quickly arranged for an extension
that got the job done.”

MOTOREX magazine: “What’s your final word
on MOTOREX EASYTANK?”
Serge Zwahlen: “In my opinion, anyone
thinking about the future and planning to
build a new facility or refurbish an old one
should consider the EASYTANK system.
I’m sure the main factors will be different from one case to another. For
ZWAHLEN SA it was clearly the right
choice.”

The EASYTANK supply truck delivers
just the right quantity of product with
no packaging.

Advantages of EASYTANK
• Less paperwork
• High reliability of supply
• No handling of empty containers
• Improved workplace safety
• Significantly less waste –
lower environmental impact

MOTOREX magazine: “Have you ever had any
problems with EASYTANK?”
Serge Zwahlen: “None worth mentioning,
really. (Grins.) If the fill level in any of our
four product tanks falls below a predefined
minimum of 25%, the fill level sensor sends
a text message to MOTOREX. Shortly
thereafter we get a call, or if we prefer an

The integrated fill level sensor (back) measures the current fluid level and transmits the
result to MOTOREX daily by text message.
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These conditions place enormous demands
on the cutting oil. Rapid heat dissipation
and an integrated cooling system within the
oil circulation system are especially important factors in maintaining dimensional
precision. Stryker Spine works to tolerances
of just one micrometer (one-thousandth of a
millimetre). A change of just 1° C in the
temperature of the cutting oil would affect
the dimensional precision of the workpiece.

Polyaxial screw for spinal surgery

Successful production at Stryker Spine SA
Stryker Corporation is a world leader in orthopedic and medical technology,
producing high-tech products on cutting-edge Tornos MultiAlpha 8 x 20 multi-

Before giving MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X
the chance to demonstrate its performance
potential in practice, Stryker Spine meticulously tested the universal cutting oil against
a predefined evaluation grid. The measurement results from the test piece were highly
encouraging, showing exceptional precision.
The chromium-cobalt piece also displayed
excellent surface quality.

spindle automatic lathes with ORTHO NF-X at its state-of-the-art plant in
La Chaux-de-Fonds.

The high-performance Tornos MultiAlpha
8 x 20 weighs a hefty 12 tonnes and offers

Talking to production facility head Guillaume Finck, one immediately gets a sense
of Stryker Spine SA’s passion for innovation.
Innovation at Stryker Spine begins in the
design phase, is unmistakably present in
production, and ultimately informs the successful marketing of the company’s products
as well.

numerous configuration options.

Market demands are intensifying from one
day to the next. And this is true in every
respect, from the quality of the parts produced to lower follow-on costs. Producing
complex parts requires several separate work
operations, often on different machines, and
therefore involves multiple tool set-up. This
extends throughput times and erodes repeatable precision, thereby substantially
raising the cost of producing medical devices, which after all are not mass-market
products.

Parts can be picked up after they are
trimmed off and worked on the back using
the two counter-spindles.
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“The technology
is just right”

A “Formula One” multi-spindle automatic lathe
“Repetitive precision is an extremely high
priority at Stryker Spine,” Guillaume Finck
informs us during our tour of the plant. The
forward-looking production solution had to
be fast and extremely precise. Stryker Spine
found such a solution in the MultiAlpha
8 x 20 from Tornos. This tool has eight
motorized spindles with independent
speeds and has been specially fitted with
combined counter-operation, two programmable manipulators and an integrated part
outlet unit.

Machining fluid with a broad performance spectrum
Stryker Spine works several tons of titanium
alloys (soft), stainless steel (hard) and
chromium-cobalt (extremely hard) each
year. These metals could not be more different, and the same goes for the steps used
in working them. All operations, from turning to milling, are performed at the ideal
cutting speed using the same cutting oil.

“We had already done some
very good work with
MOTOREX ORTHO cutting
oil. Its full performance
potential really stands out
on the MultiAlpha.
The cutting oil MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X
– allows machining of all materials
with a single cutting oil
– guarantees maximum performance
in all processes

As if tailor-made for the MultiAlpha
The benefits of MOTOREX Vmax technology in the formulation of ORTHO
NF-X are particularly clear on the MultiAlpha 8x20. The high cutting pressure and
ideal cutting speed generates heat between
the workpiece and the tip of the tool, and
this heat is used to enhance the cutting oil’s
pressure stability. This is an especially desirable property in chip-cutting operations.
The totally homogenous and stable lubricant film between the tool cutting edge and
the workpiece functions as a sort of protective cushion. And the film is only a few
thousandths of a millimeter thick!

A well-rehearsed team
The people at the La Chaux-de-Fonds production site know that the job isn’t finished
with the right choice of infrastructure. The
specialists at this plant, which holds multiple
certifications, are not only highly efficient in
production, they also know the importance
of service in support of the product. Ongoing information exchange, whether with
the machine tool manufacturer or with
MOTOREX’s Technical Customer Service
department, furthers continual improvement at all levels.
In the pursuit of zero defects, precise

We’ll be glad to provide information on the
new generation of ORTHO cutting oils and
on how your company can improve its performance.

measurement is standard operating procedure at Stryker Spine.

– reaches working temperature quickly and
provides outstanding cooling characteristics
– removes swarf without foaming
at pressures up to 120 bar
– is an ideal lubricant
– helps to significantly increase tool life
– is easily removed from workpieces
– is free of undesirable critical materials.
So ORTHO NF-X was an important factor in
successfully bringing our new multispindle
machining center online.”
Guillaume Finck – Plant Manager
Stryker Spine SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds

Naturally, machining fluids at Stryker Spine
are centrally stored, pumped to the shop floor
and dispensed through pistol-grip nozzles.
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Export

Practice

Moto Blitz Barcelona, left to right:
Sergio and Miguel Escobosa (shop owners)
with Pere Ponsa (sales rep Rexoli Motor)

Giant marine diesel engines transmit
drive their power to the ship’s pro-

Motorcycling is almost as popular

pellers via propeller shafts. Today’s

in Spain as corridas (bullfights).

oil-lubricated systems have to meet

But there is also a competition for

stringent lubrication and environ-

market share, in which Juan Cano

mental requirements.

and his team are making steady gains
with the MOTOREX MOTO LINE.

Rexoli Motor SL: Olé MOTOREX!
Juan Cano (at left) first
entered the two-wheel
market in 1974 as a racer
on a Bultaco 250 cc –
Spanish-made, of course!
The Spaniard has never
lost his fascination with motorcycles.
Besides Bultacos, he has also ridden
Hondas, Kawasakis, Suzukis, Yamahas and
Triumphs. He was runner-up in various
classes in the Spanish championships no less
than four times!
Prompt deliveries are just one element in
Rexoli’s outstanding service. The company
maintains a well-stocked warehouse.

Brake technology keeps things
moving forward
Galfer, a well-known global supplier of
brake components, entered the Spanish
market in 2000. Juan Cano was a distributor
for Grupo Galfer at the time. In 2003
Galfer, having decided to focus more on its
core business, offered Juan Cano and Rexoli
Motor SL a welcome opportunity to start
an independent business as importer and
distributor of MOTOREX MOTO LINE
products in Spain.

Steadily expanding market presence
Juan Cano threw himself into his passion
for motor sports as a young man – with
impressive success!
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With enormous dedication and ambitious
goals, Rexoli Motor SL has continued its
drive for market share during the past year

Stern tube oil for propeller shafts

and significantly expanded sales despite the
effects of the economical difficulties crisis in
Spain. The team is currently made up of ten
people: owner Juan Cano, an office staff
member, a warehouse worker, a bookkeeper,
one field salesperson for Barcelona and one
field salesperson for Madrid. Four more
agents are responsible the rest of Spain.
Juan Cano’s son Cristian is just completing
his business degree and will soon be taking
an active role in the business.

The steel juggernauts of the oceans transport goods and passengers from one continent to another with never a pause. At the
stern, several meters below the water’s surface, each ship is propelled by one or more
screw propellers. The motive power, often
amounting to several thousand kilowatts, is
transmitted by propeller shafts running
through the stern tube, a hollow assembly
that forms a direct connection between the
sea and the engine room.

A key foothold in racing

High-quality sealing systems
needed

“El Jefe” still has a strong presence in motor
sports, which not only underlines the
quality of the product but also helps boost
brand awareness. So MOTOREX can
depend on valuable relationships in Spain
with KTM, Husaberg, Bimota, and since
January 1, 2009 with Triumph Spain.
For more information on Rexoli Motor,
please visit www.motorex.es

A sealing system for oil-lubricated propeller
shaft bearings keeps seawater out of the
stern tube. Conversely, the seal also keeps
lubricant from leaking into the water or inward into the engine room. These seals are
usually composed of several shaft seal rings
installed in series. Their main function is to
hold back the oil at both ends of the shaft. If
these sealing systems are worn or degraded
by saltwater after lengthy service, stern tube
oil – the oil used to lubricate the propeller
shaft and its bearings – can leak out.
During operation, positive pressure builds
up inside the stern tube, where the drive
shaft passes through and the bearings are
located. This pressure is needed to keep

water out even at high pressure and if
the shaft shifts a few millimeters axially or
radially.

Lubricant film fills the gap
The effectiveness of the stern tube seal ultimately depends on the sealing system used.
Between the seal ring and the shaft, stern
tube oil builds up a thin, highly stable lubricant film. This distance is sometimes called
the seal or lubrication gap. At the same
time, the high pressure load is a challenge
for all transmission oil properties. Modern
stern tube oils, as they are also produced by
MOTOREX, are based on a fully synthetic
ester, giving them good biodegradability
characteristics. If oil leaks into the seawater
through a flaw in the sealing system, it is
rapidly and completely broken down by
natural microorganisms. This process is
supported by the fact that the oil floats on
the surface of the water and is thus exposed
to air and light.
A lubricant solution to accompany ship and
environment on the great voyage into the
future.

Bearings must be packed precisely to
ensure low vibration. These bearings are
usually lubricated with oil.
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햲 Water 햳 Ship’s hull 햴 Screw
햵 Propeller shaft 햶 Stern tube 햷 Bearings
햸 Stern tube oil 햹 Lubricant film
햺 Sealing system 햻 Compressed air system
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Cool ideas

MOTOREX inspires in Brazil
2009

2002

Exactly seven years ago we reported on Nicolas Rodrigues’ unstoppable enthusiasm for
motocross. Though barely four years old
at the time, the son of the MOTOREX
MOTO LINE importer for Brazil was often
seen on the winners’ podium of the Motocross Kids Class.

You will have
plenty to smile about…

Today at age 11 Nicolas is still hard to stop
and is among the top five in Brazil’s MX 85 cc
championships. So far he has lived up to his
promise seven years ago to follow in his hero
Stefan Everts’ footsteps in a career as a professional motocross racer. For now he attends
school in Rio de Janeiro and helps his father
out in the shop. But in his free time you’re
guaranteed to find him training on his bike.
We wish Nicolas and the whole Rodrigues
team continued success!

Did you know...

...that leading Swiss watchmakers rely on MOTOREX?

Switzerland is known worldwide for mountains, chocolate, clocks and
watches. Everyone knows that there is only a grain of truth to these clichés.
But Switzerland does produce watches of exceptional quality!
In recent years renowned watchmakers have increasingly started using such
exotic materials as titanium, cobalt-chromium, nickel-free metals and
high-tensile steels such as 1.4441 (implant grade steel). Phynox and all
sorts of precious metals are gaining in importance in the luxury watch
segment. But this extremely wide range of raw materials places increasingly stringent demands on cutting fluids. Whether for turning the tiniest
parts, milling blanks or grinding and forming cases, MOTOREX’s
SWISSLINE is an indispensable part of the Swiss watchmaking success
story.

… with SWISSCOOL emulsions.
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ae-werbung.ch

The unique MOTOREX SWISSCOOL high-stability cooling lubricants
combine high performance with a long service life. Keep smiling!

Contact your MOTOREX partner
(available online) or

MOTOREX AG LANGENTHAL
Lubrication Technology
CH-4901 Langenthal

Tel. +41 (0)62 919 74 74
Fax. +41 (0)62 919 76 96
www.motorex.com

